TCS Basel III Implementation Framework

Banking and Financial Services

The global financial crisis has forced Governments and central banks across the world to overhaul the
existing Basel guidelines for banks leading to the drafting of the U.S. Basel III Capital Rules. Consequently,
areas like capital adequacy, stress testing, trading, and leverage will come under the purview of strict
regulations. Each of these areas needs a clear implementation roadmap to adopt the Basel III NPR framework
and derive strategic benefits such as improved stakeholder confidence, upgraded external ratings, riskbased decision-making, business stability and profitability. Banks must also study the effects of adopting
new rules and should perform comprehensive gap analysis and detailed impact assessments to stay ahead
of the competition.
In this scenario, we offer the TCS Basel III Implementation Framework, comprising customizable reference
assets that facilitate a comprehensive business gap analysis, help specify targeted business requirements
and architecture definition, and expedite Basel III implementation. Further, our artifacts ensure that you get
sufficient time to thoroughly test and refine the impacted business processes and systems.

Overview
The federal banking agencies are proposing a comprehensive
revision of the regulatory capital rules applicable to all U.S banking
organizations. Known as the Integrated Capital Framework, these
rules comprise three Basel III notices of proposed rulemaking (NPRs)
and a Market Risk Final Rule. The NPRs are largely aligned with the
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s (BCBS) version of Basel III
and also comply with regulations of the Dodd-Frank Act (DFA).
Banks must switch to the proposed NPRs within the specified
transitional period and must ensure that all business gaps are
identified and appropriate steps initiated to close such gaps.
However, their internal teams are facing a plethora of regulatory
compliance initiatives and require support from external experts.
The TCS Basel III Implementation Framework addresses the
challenges associated with these compliance initiatives based on
our deep domain expertise that allows you to implement the Basel
III NPR guidelines within the stipulated timeframe. Our offering
helps you expedite implementation by leveraging pre-built assets
such as business requirements inventory, architecture, test scenarios

customized after a detailed current state assessment, and gap
analysis. You can rely on our external insights and best practices to
help you avoid potential pitfalls in the implementation process.

Benefits
The TCS Basel III Implementation Framework offers the following
benefits:
n

Accelerates Basel III NPR implementation by leveraging a set of
pre-built reference assets

n

Helps avoid rework and issues associated with incomplete
requirements, design, and architecture

n

Provides a structured implementation approach for the Basel III
NPR initiative
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Functional , Technical &
Data Requirements,
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Gap identification & Impact
Assessment (Systems,
Process, Data)
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Implementation Roadmap –
NPR Enhancements across
risk measures,
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n Gaps & their impact
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initiatives & dependencies
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Basel III
Gap Closure

Basel III
Component Testing

Functional Requirements
Business Use Cases
(sourcing, calculations,
reporting)

n

NPR Components Testing
(Capital, Risk Coverage)
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Risk Platform
Enhancements (CCR,
Disclosures, CR, MR,
Securitisation)

n

Integration Testing with
existing Basel I, II
components

n

New Risk Measures (CVA,
IRC, Stressed VaR)
Implementation

n

Regression Testing (Basel II
Test Scenarios)

n

NPR enhancements to in
house / external solutions

n

Test Strategy, Master Test
Plan, Test Scenarios, Test
Automation

n
n

TCS Basel III Implementation Roadmap

The TCS Advantage

Contact

We add value to the engagement with our:

To know more about TCS Basel III Implementation Framework, contact
us at bfs.marketing@tcs.com

§Vast experience gained from executing several large-scale
comprehensive Basel programs across the globe, covering
various asset classes and product types

§Customizable reference assets tailored to suit your risk and
§In-depth knowledge of the key facets of Basel implementation

the Basel program. We defined end-to-end Basel architecture and
developed enterprise information platform covering all asset classes
and liabilities. This serves as a single source for downstream risk
applications and spans regulatory capital, economic capital, asset
liability management, stress testing, regulatory reporting etc.

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered
through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as
the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the
Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global
footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay
Stock Exchange in India.

§Basel III CVA Program for a Large European Bank

For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

Case study
§Basel program for one of the top 10 US banks
§One of the top 10 US banks approached us for implementation of

A large European bank requested our support for implementation of
Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA) platform based on Basel III
directives. We supported this engagement by facilitating data
sourcing from the client’s risk data warehouse to meet its calculation
needs and support downstream regulatory reporting.
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